CloudOpt Announces Availability on HP
Cloud Services
CloudOpt’s WAN Optimization Software Transfers Data in
Minutes Instead of Hours
May 10, 2012
CloudOpt™ today announced that CloudOptimizer™, the company’s designed-for-the-cloud
WAN optimization solution is available on HP Cloud Services. With the availability of
CloudOptimizer, which dramatically accelerates cloud application access and data movement,
data transfer to and from the HP Cloud can be up to 20 times faster than normal transfers.
“CloudOpt enables businesses to quickly move data and applications into the cloud” said Dave
Burow, CEO of CloudOpt. “Our WAN optimization solution enhances HP Cloud Services
interoperability across public, private, and hybrid clouds by speeding data transfers and enabling
near real-time synchronization of databases between clouds.”
As an HP Cloud Services ISV, CloudOpt will enable HP customers to reduce data transfer times
and costs by up to 95%. Typical use cases include:
•
•
•
•

Transferring data to or from HP Cloud Object Store for backup and archive
Database replication between enterprise data centers and the HP Cloud System
Bursting data into HP Cloud Compute for Big Data or High Performance Computing
analysis
Accessing cloud-based applications such as Microsoft SharePoint, Oracle®
applications and SAP®

CloudOptimizer is available today on HP Cloud Services ( http://hpcloud.com ). In addition to
HP Cloud Services, CloudOptimizer is easily deployed in any Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
cloud and in on-premise data centers. It is available with pay-as-you-use pricing and a free 30day trial.

About CloudOpt
CloudOpt delivers easy-to-use virtualized network services that enable businesses to accelerate
cloud application access and data movement in the cloud. Dedicated to making the power of
cloud computing accessible to organizations everywhere, CloudOpt’s products are delivered with
cloud friendly pricing and a pay-as-you-use model. CloudOpt has operations in the Silicon
Valley, Seattle and Belfast, Northern Ireland. CloudOpt’s products are available on HP Cloud
Services, Amazon Web Services, RightScale® and can be deployed on any IaaS cloud or in onpremise data centers. CloudOpt is a member of OpenStack™.
Visit http://www.cloudopt.com for more information or follow @cloudopt on Twitter.

